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To the Seventh Annual Convention of The Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance of the United States and Canada, Hartford, Conn.,

W. L. Brower, General Secretary.

TROY UNIONISM

Disputes in a Matter That Aids to the Ebb of the National Strike, Coney, the Smugglers Out.

Troy, N.Y., Dec. 25.-The Coney Feeders, Not Bulldozers, have been the last of the30,000 strikers left to be settled. Their strike was long before the other labor disputes.
The Industrial Crisis
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WEEKLY PEOPLE. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1902.

THE CHRISTMAS HEDWORTH.

The "Consumers' League," an associate of the "Colliery Workers' Union," and John Walker & Co., Ltd., have agreed to a settlement of the controversial rates of wages and hours of labor in the coal mines, according to reports. The agreement provides for an immediate 10-cent increase in the wages of the miners, and a 60-hour workweek.

SCHRAHN, Dec. 17.

The Schrahn, a prominent mining community in Pennsylvania, has declared a strike against the management of the mine. The miners have been working without a contract for several weeks, and have been protesting against low wages, long hours, and unsafe working conditions.

TOWNSEND, Dec. 18.

The Townsend, a mining town in Pennsylvania, has suffered a disaster when a mine explosion claimed the lives of three miners. The explosion occurred during a shift change, and reportedly caused by aspark from a lamp. The local authorities are investigating the cause of the incident.

THE DAILY VOTER IN THE UNITED STATES.

In 1898, the Daily Voter was a popular weekly newspaper. The paper covered local news, politics, and community events.

FOUR MORE ONE FOR CLASS IN.

Our Major C. C. Turner, as of the United States Army, is now on leave at his home in New York City. Major Turner is a highly decorated officer and has served in several wars.

BROTHER FREDERICK.

Brother Frederick is currently serving in the United States Army. He has been deployed to a remote location where he is responsible for overseeing the construction of a new military facility.

UNCLE SAM AND BROTHER.

Uncle Sam and Brother are both serving in the United States Army. They are currently stationed in different locations and are unable to communicate due to the nature of their duties.

LIGHT TURNED ON.

The town of Light, a small mining town in Pennsylvania, has experienced a significant power outage. The outage occurred at 6:00 PM, affecting the entire town. The local authorities are working to restore power as quickly as possible.

REMEMBER "MOZZLE" CIGARETTES.

"Mozzle" cigarettes are advertised throughout the paper, with the tagline "The perfect cigarette for the working man." The advertisement emphasizes the quality and affordability of the cigarettes.

BROTHER DONALD.

Brother Donald is currently serving in the United States Army. He has been deployed to a remote location where he is responsible for overseeing the construction of a new military facility.

BROTHER AND SISTER.

Brother and Sister are both serving in the United States Army. They are currently stationed in different locations and are unable to communicate due to the nature of their duties.
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It has been shown that while Butler learned his way, if the Democratic party had not leave a lasting impression, and the balance of his forces had been in the hands of the conservative party, and would have been greater to make them secure. It is evident that the Democratic party has a large number of its followers and adherents, and that the balance of the party is in the hands of the conservative party. It would be well for the Democratic party to recognize the fact that the balance of its forces is in the hands of the conservative party, and to consider the possibility of making a compromise with the conservative party. If the Democratic party is not prepared to make a compromise with the conservative party, it will be well for the Democratic party to consider the possibility of making a compromise with the conservative party. If the Democratic party is not prepared to make a compromise with the conservative party, it will be well for the Democratic party to consider the possibility of making a compromise with the conservative party.
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS MEETING


Special to The Daily People.

The following is the most important business transaction which has been brought to the attention of the \textit{Daily People} by the Secretary of the Southern Illinois Meeting:

\textbf{THE PROGRESS OF THE CIVIL WAR.}

The Civil War is progressing favorably for the Union, as evidenced by the recent victories of Buell and Sherman. The enemy is being driven back in all directions, and the Union forces are gaining ground rapidly.
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